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General Practice III 
 Editing 

    
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Editing is about Perfection! 

 
 

Obey the rules of writing by editing.  

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

Editing is like house paint: it protects your writing and makes it look pretty. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   in 1971, apollo 15 is the 4th american mission to land onto the moon 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
2.  astronauts david scott, and james irwin spended three days on the Moons surface. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  meanwhile Command Module Pilot Alfred Worden orbit the moon weighting for there return 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  “this was the First moon misssion to use the lunar rover, an electric car, comented mr Jong” 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. they really bringed a electric vehicle to the Moon questioned deena 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. the electric vehical travels 7 Miles per Hour and it could be folds in too a space 5 ft. by 20 in 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  the vehical batterys last 6½ hours and it allow greater moon Exploreation! 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  they leaved a memorial plaque on the moon remembering 14 astronuats who died, said pete. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

9.   the Astronauts collects 170 lbs. of rocks, includes 1 that was 4.1 Billion year old! 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  a experiment was perform to sea which could fall fast a hammer or a feather, remarked Don 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  with no luner atmosphere to slowed the fether they both hits the ground at the same time 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  the landing capsal is on display in ohio and the Lunar Rocks is stored in houston taxas 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

13.  in 2008 a japanese satellite spott the remain of the apollo 15 landing sight on the Moon? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

General Practice III 
  Editing 

  

Editing is about Perfection! 

 
 

Obey the rules of writing by editing.  

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

Editing is like house paint: it protects your writing and makes it look pretty. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   in 1971, apollo 15 is the 4th american mission to land onto the moon 

In 1971, Apollo 15 was the fourth American mission to land on the moon. 

2.  astronauts david scott, and james irwin spended three days on the Moons surface. 

 Astronauts David Scott and James Irwin spent three days on the moon’s surface. 

3.  meanwhile Command Module Pilot Alfred Worden orbit the moon weighting for there return 

 Meanwhile, Command Module Pilot Alfred Worden orbited the moon, waiting their return. 

4.  “this was the First moon misssion to use the lunar rover, an electric car, comented mr Jong” 

 “This was the first moon mission to use the lunar rover, an electric car,” commented Mr. Jong.  

5. they really bringed a electric vehicle to the Moon questioned deena 

 “They really brought an electric vehicle to the moon?” questioned Deena. 

6. the electric vehical travels 7 Miles per Hour and it could be folds in too a space 5 ft. by 20 in 

   The electric vehicle traveled 7 miles per hour, and it could be folded into a space 5 ft. by 20 in. 

7.  the vehical batterys last 6½ hours and it allow greater moon Exploreation! 

 The vehicle batteries lasted 6½ hours, and it allowed greater moon exploration. 

8.  they leaved a memorial plaque on the moon remembering 14 astronuats who died, said pete. 

 “They left a memorial plaque on the moon remembering 14 astronauts who died,” said Pete. 

9.   the Astronauts collects 170 lbs. of rocks, includes 1 that was 4.1 Billion year old! 

  The astronauts collected 170 lbs. of rocks, including one that was 4.1 billion years old! 

10.  a experiment was perform to sea which could fall fast a hammer or a feather, remarked Don 

 “An experiment was performed to see which could fall faster: a hammer or a feather,” 

remarked Don. 

11.  with no luner atmosphere to slowed the fether they both hits the ground at the same time 

 With no lunar atmosphere to slow the feather, they both hit the ground at the same time. 

12.  the landing capsal is on display in ohio and the Lunar Rocks is stored in houston taxas 

 The landing capsule is on display in Ohio, and the lunar rocks are stored in Houston, Texas. 

13.  in 2008 a japanese satellite spott the remain of the apollo 15 landing sight on the Moon? 

     In 2008, a Japanese satellite spotted the remains of the Apollo 15 landing site on the moon. 
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